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Fashionable Doors

Characteristics Of Entrance Door

Hello
This is the world of fashionable entrance doors that
play a distinguished role in our life. We appreciate
the application of a high-end technology production
line supported by German know-how to achieve
top quality products. The contemporary design with
smooth lines, soft colors integrates deep positive
emotions to achieve a unique door design. We
design entrance doors with your ideas and they are
exclusively shaped for you.

FASHIONABLE DOORS

We integrate all your wishes, your emotions, feelings,
ideas, lines, expressions, with various materials to
create unique entrance doors for your home that
will characterize you and your lifestyle. Fashionable
entrance doors provide various functional options
to meet the most demanding lifestyle and private or
business comfort.

High security against burglary

Unique design and properties

High thermal and soundproof
insulation values

Comprehensive product range

Life-long door service
Low maintenance cost

High quality after-sales service
Implementation of your own needs
and expectations

Our expert team will fulfill the most demanding and
the most sophisticated requirements. All the materials
we use in our fashionable, prestigious entrance doors
are manufactured in accordance with international
market standards. The appearance of your house
can acquire a particular aesthetic appeal by installing
an exclusive entrance door and your home will also
be safer as a result. We will endeavor to serve your
needs, and we are confident that we will happily meet
all your requirements.
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Hanover Song
With stainless steel application outside and inside
Special models with double-sided
Leaf-enclosing infill

Product parameters:

Optional:

Exterior decor: Stainless steel

Finger print scanner
5-point locking swing bolt with an
electro-mechanical stainless steel drive

Thickness of application: 1 mm
Stainless steel application: Relief only inside
Glass: Three pane glass aside fix

End-to-end keep-plate
Free-running cylinder for lock

Color: RAL 7011 FS

Inside 6 keys input

Door handle outside: Exterior push handle

Exterior safety rosette

Door handle inside: Door handle

Cable transition with control unit
Able to unlock with keys

FASHIONABLE DOORS
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Heidelberg Knight
With stainless steel application outside and inside
Special models with double-sided
Leaf-enclosing infill

Product parameters:

Optional:

Exterior decor: Stainless steel

Finger print scanner
5-point locking swing bolt with an
electro-mechanical stainless steel drive

Thickness of application: 1 mm
Stainless steel application: Relief only inside
Glass: Three pane glass aside fix

End-to-end keep-plate
Free-running cylinder for lock

Color: RAL 7011 FS

Inside 6 keys input

Door handle outside: Exterior push handle

Exterior safety rosette

Door handle inside: Door handle

Cable transition with control unit
Able to unlock with keys

FASHIONABLE DOORS
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Bonn Gift
With stainless steel application outside and inside
Special models with double-sided
Leaf-enclosing infill

Product parameters:

Optional:

Exterior decor: Stainless steel

Finger print scanner
5-point locking swing bolt with an
electro-mechanical stainless steel drive

Thickness of application: 1 mm
Stainless steel application: Relief only inside
Glass: Three pane glass aside fix

End-to-end keep-plate
Free-running cylinder for lock

Color: RAL 7011 FS

Inside 6 keys input

Door handle outside: Exterior push handle

Exterior safety rosette

Door handle inside: Door handle

Cable transition with control unit
Able to unlock with keys

FASHIONABLE DOORS
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Berlin Night
Product parameters:

Optional:

Exterior decor: Stainless

Finger print scanner
5-point locking swing bolt with an
electro-mechanical stainless steel drive

Thickness of application: 1 mm
Stainless steel application: Relief only inside
Color: RAL 6012

End-to-end keep-plate
Free-running cylinder for lock

Door handle outside: Exterior push handle

Inside 6 keys input

Door handle inside: Door handle

Exterior safety rosette
Cable transition with control unit
Able to unlock with keys

FASHIONABLE DOORS
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Kolner Star
Product parameters:
Thickness of application: 1 mm
Stainless steel application: Outside
Color: RAL 9016
Door handle outside: Exterior push handle
Door handle inside: Door handle

FASHIONABLE DOORS
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Saar Dream
Product parameters:
Exterior decor: Brass / Stainless steel
Thickness of application: 1 mm
Stainless steel application: Outside
Color: RAL 7011 FS
Door handle outside: Exterior push handle
Door handle inside: Door handle

FASHIONABLE DOORS
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Bach Ode
Product parameters:
Exterior decor: Stainless steel
Thickness of application: 1 mm
Stainless steel application: Outside
Glass: Three pane glass aside fix
Color: RAL 9016 FS
Door handle outside: Exterior push handle
Door handle inside: Door handle
FASHIONABLE DOORS
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Beethoven Choral
Product parameters:
Exterior decor: Brass / Stainless steel
Thickness of application: 1 mm
Stainless steel application: Relief only inside
Glass: Three pane glass aside fix
Color: RAL 1013
Door handle outside: Exterior push handle
Door handle inside: Door handle
FASHIONABLE DOORS
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To our customers
we offer variety
of standard RAL
colors but we stay
open to fulfill all the
wishes due to color
demands!

Schuman Visions
Product parameters:
Exterior decor: Brass
Thickness of application: 1 mm
Glass: Three pane glass aside fix
Color: RAL 9011 FS
Door handle outside: Exterior push handle
Door handle inside: Door handle

FASHIONABLE DOORS
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Product Details

FASHIONABLE DOORS
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Door Shape and Design
DIN openings

One sash door plus fix (mm)

All the door models can be designed according to
different ways of opening - the DIN direction (Left Right), with or without side panels or glass, with or
without top light.

MAX
FIX
MIN
FIX

Maximum dimensions
The maximum door dimensions are 2500 mm×2500 mm
high.
For larger dimensions, two or more elements can be
coupled together.

One sash door (mm)
MAX
MIN

1250 × 2500
800 × 1900

FASHIONABLE DOORS

Type overview – outside look

Type overview – outside look

1250 × 2500
1250 × 2500
800 × 1900
335 × 1800

Top light (mm)
MAX
MIN

1250 × 1250
335 × 800

Two sash door (mm)
MAX
MIN
MAX AS
MIN AS

2500 × 2500
1500 × 1800
1250 × 2500
450 × 1800
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UGV=0.5 W/m2K

Door Uv= 0.7 W/m2K
Profile Uv= 0.9 W/m2K
ISO glass Uv= 0.5 W/m2K

Glass

Profile Construction and
Technical Information
German technology, know-how, and contemporary
design make our doors a fashionable product!
Modern, high tech precisely controlled aluminum
profile extrusion line forms a thermally effective system
The system with a thermal bridge ensures U-value
reduction and avoids dilatation
Sash deformation influenced by different climatic
conditions is avoided by our specially designed
profile construction
Al-Mg 3 mm alloy exterior and interior walls
makes the whole structure compact and strong
Efficient door frame and door sash sealing was
achieved through three gaskets

FASHIONABLE DOORS

Decorative and textured glass options for
fashionable entrance doors
XPS - high performance extruded polystyrene
thermal insulation boards, able to withstand
heavy point loads, excellent lifelong thermal
performance, super low U-value 0.035 W/m2K，
(EN 12667), 350 kPa high compressive strength,
robust standard due airborne soundproof
DnT,w≥47 dB and impact soundproof LnT,w≤60
dB, 100% recyclable.
Thermally separated aluminum threshold
Stainless steel applications
ISO 3 panes of thermal insulated glass (U-value
up to 0.5 W/m2K)
Profile U value 0.9 W/m2K
Assembled door structure U value 0.7 W/m2K

All the doors designed with glass decoration and
glass elements are available with three-pane systems
glass combination that allows a variety of betweenthe-glass options including blinds. Triple-glazed
products are primarily rated as energy efficient and
noise reduction brands.

Inner pane
CLEAR FLOAT glass with metal coating
LAM 6 mm CLEAR glass with metal coating

Outer pane
CLEAR FLOAT glass with metal coating
LAM 6 mm CLEAR glass with metal coating

There is the possibility to arrange a
door glass combination according
to the customer’s request!

EU White1

EU White2

EU White3

Satinato G

EU White4

EU White5

ViewMax B1

EU White6

EU White7

ViewMax B2

ViewMax B3

Middle pane
CLEAR FLOAT with or without motif SERIES
Ornamental glass
PARSOL glass with or without motif
LAM (6 mm, 10 mm) with or without motif
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HG1600

HG1400

HG1200

HG1000

HG800

sDoors Door Handle

Outside Door Handle and
Stainless Steel Rosette
Square push handle
Square: 20 mm × 40 mm
Length (mm): 1600, 1400, 1200, 1000, 800
Material: strong stainless steel
Installed directly on the door sash
(On the back there is a reinforced plate)

Round push handle
Round diameter (mm): 32
Length (mm): 1600, 1400, 1200, 1000, 800
Material: strong stainless steel

The exterior is made of stainless steel and the rossette is
safe and beautiful
Streamline design, a variety of appearance selection
Thickness of stainless steel application is 4 mm

Installed directly on the door sash
(On the back there is reinforced plate)
FASHIONABLE DOORS
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sDoors Colors - Powder Coating Technology
Chrome free conversion
Environmentally friendly product technology of
chrome free conversion chemical systems represent
the high-end development trend in powder coating.
We refer specifically to the high requirements for degreasing and ensuring the total absence of salt on
the target surface with an intensive rinsing activity in
incidents where responsive chemicals are used for
fine passivation, which results in top quality powder
coated products!

An innovative electronic coating control
system is used!
RAL quality assurance
The assessment of the powder coating quality is in
accordance with the RAL quality assurance (RAL RG
631). It relates to any minor smudge, spots, scrapes
or sanding traces from sanding which must not be
clearly visible from a distance of 5 m (exterior parts)
and 3 m (interior parts) and do not represent any
defect and as such no reason for complaints.

Standard colors

Color
Originates
In Nature

RAL 9016
Traffic white

RAL 1027
Curry

RAL 6026
Opal green

RAL 9011
Graphite black

RAL 9023
Pearl dark grey

RAL 5017
Traffic blue

RAL 7011
Iron grey

RAL 3020
Traffic red

RAL 8016
Mahogany

RAL 1014
Ivory

Insignificant color differences and consistency among
the representative and the finished product may
occur due to the manufacturing condition.

FASHIONABLE DOORS
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sDoor outdoor unit
Outdoor unit contain
130˚view angle camera,
2MP resolution, equipped
with IR sensor, Infrared
motion sensor, 2 LED
light sensor, microphone,
speaker and doorbell
button

sDoors - Electronics

Electronics

Electronic door peephole viewer

“Unwanted” situation

sDoors for our comfort

Doors are opened in a second

sDoor becomes integrated part of our comfort life.
We want to have full control what is happening in our
objects, for what we use our i+ smart house system
and modern sDoor equipped with smart electronics.
Intelligent hardware peephole solution with integrated
communication option provides us full and smart
evidence upon our visitors.

There will be not desirable situation in front of our
home when some people would like to intrude. We
predict such a situation and with motion detection we
receive an alert, system starts to record video clip
whenever motion is detected and without delay inform
us upon undesirable event.

We are introducing to sDoors, as we call our latest
smart door product, a new operation system with
a new generation of fingerprint scanner. Beside
precision and top quality, as well as safety, it also
gives us comfort in the use of our fashionable smart
doors. This contributes to the modern day when every
corner of our life is intertwined with so many helpful
electronics.

The fingerprint scanner reacts promptly which means
there is no delay, it opens the door in a second.
The fingerprint sensor is capacitive and matches
the finger’s pattern in multi points so security is
guaranteed.

Day/night option in communication

Wi-Fi, Zigbee, mobile communication…
There are no more worries about lost keys

The new fingerprint scanners provide high security
and quick action with 3D technology and an advanced
encrypted algorithm for recognition that enables a
fast and secure function.

Now we can with sDoor communicate with person
that is in front of our door, we can even see that
person, we can let him in our home, we can give our
visitors instruction what to do or we can just give him
information for further action. All that we can perform
even in night period when there is no light, because
our peephole camera is equipped with IR sensor and
software supported system that improve dark scene.

FASHIONABLE DOORS

sDoor system is connected through Wi-Fi or Zigbee
or over mobile telecommunication to general
communication system. There are options to be
chosen upon the customers communication wish.
Such variety of options give you possibility to answer
the visitor wherever you are. You can see and speak
to visitors directly from your smartphone or web using
sDoor system. On demand video option, meaning
that you can view live video of your front home enter
at any time, even if no one rings the doorbell.

The fingerprint scanner facilitates the appropriate and
eligible entry to our premises for the whole family. The
new generation fingerprint scanner is integrated in the
door sash or inside the push handle.
The fingerprint scanner and the control unit
connection is additionally protected by an encryption
standard, so abuse is practically impossible.

Modern technology for our security!
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sDoor Inside Unit
Security through Vision

Functions

A sash mounted 7-inch color touch screen and
outdoor doorbell with integrated HD camera ensures
you can see and speak with all visitors.

Wi-Fi video calls with iPhone, iPad, Android smart
phone, support Android iOS App

The control of the sDoor lock is possible directly from
the color touch screen by a user-friendly designed app
or via a remote RFID controller or via a mobile phone.

SMS alert function

The touch screen monitor allows easy operation
with the system. The adjustment of the brightness,
volume, contrast and other properties of the touch
screen is as easy as the system itself, by pressing the
button on the right side of the indoor screen.

SOS button. After being pressed, the device call a
pre-set number automatically

Night vision
Clear images even at
night. Night vision is
improved with a sensitive
camera and IR sensor.

FASHIONABLE DOORS

Phone call and video message leaving function
Motion detection for automatic photo shooting and
video recording

Pullin Spring line
Product parameters:
Exterior decor: Brass/Stainless steel application
Application thickness: 1 mm
Application: only inside

IR LED for night vision and clear image in dim light

Color: RAL 9023

Optional ringtone

Door handle outside: Exterior push handle

Low battery alarm

Door handle inside: Door handle

User-friendly software interfaces and support of
several languages
Calendar
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Sdoor Outside and Inside Unit Specification
Camera sensor type: CMOS
Viewing angle: 130 degrees
Display screen size: 7 inch TFT, HD LCD
Capacitive Touch screen 1024×600
Operating system: Android v4.4.2
LCD Resolution: 2.0 MP
Communication: Wi-Fi 2.4GHz IEEE 802.11 b/g/n
CPU: Dual core 1.2 GHz ARM v7
Expand memory: 4GB TF card support up to 32GB
Camera: Infrared 2.0 MP 130° wide view angle
Sensor: Infrared motion sensor/Light sensor
LED: Infrared LED x 2
Type: Intercom System Full duplex with speaker
and microphone

Kit Configuration: Integrated doorbell button with
backlight and auto light up, One to One video
door phone
Power: DC 5 V
Portable power: 12000 mAh rechargeable LI-on
Working temperature: -10°C to 55°C
Operation humidity: 10%-95%

Electronic Door Equipment
Electronic door peephole viewer
Interior LCD touch screen unit
Outside electronic door peephole unit is equipped
with a camera, IR sensor, movement sensor, LED
lights, speaker and microphone
The inside LCD touch screen unit has Wi-Fi and
mobile telecommunications options plus ZIGbee
protocol connection for smart house

Night vision improvement with a highly
sensitive camera and IR sensor
Simultaneous monitor screen observation is
possible by more than one person
Easy operation for children and senior person
supported by a user-friendly app

Dimensions: Indoor unit viewer 178×128×16;
Outdoor unit 62×62×14 mm

Opening and closing door sensor

Weight: Indoor unit 175 g; Outdoor unit 133 g

Finger scanner with 1,000 fingerprints possible

Night vision

Total security for the residents - nobody can detect
from outside whether there is someone at the door
viewer

Clear images even at night. Night vision is
improved with a sensitive camera and IR
sensor.

System: APP Android app, IOS app
Network: WEP, WPA/WPA2, WAPI, GSM
850/900/1800/1900/GPRS class12

Clear images on the screen even during the night

Connection method: Wireless

FASHIONABLE DOORS
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Cable transfer + transformer
220V AC/24V DC

sDoor - Locking System

Comfort soft lock latch:
Quiet locking - increased comfort
No greasing and maintenance-free

Top security standard

3 or 5 point latch lock

Small actuating forces

Through the combination of our especially designed
profiles, MACO stainless steel three point hook&bolt
latch lock and SIGENIA hidden hinges we reached
high burglary resistance RC2 class security standard.
Burglar-resistant sDoor aluminum door brand is
realized according standards DIN EN 1627.

sDoors properties seems to be top in each direction.
As all the locks we install on sDoors are equipped
with lockset as far as three-point or five- point latch
lock, hook bolt and an adjustable stainless steel
bolting bar.

Easy latch exchange

How it works?

Muted locking

Door will be locked automatically as soon as the
entrance door is closed. We can open the door by
door handle from inside and from outside manually
with cylinder key. Doors equipped with automated
ZT-A locks would be open from outside with RFID
remote controller in combination with finger print
scanner. Additional door opening are regulated by
sDoor touch screen and designed options via wireless
methods and mobile communication.

Sound and thermal insulation complete strengthen
lock-specific properties. Various security components,
such as the hook&bolt combination, we use to
achieve high burglary-resistance.

FASHIONABLE DOORS

5-Point locking swing bolt with
electromechanical drive
Locking bar made of stainless steel
Free-running cylinder including 3 keys
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Viewmax Windows and Doors Limited
297 HuaXin Road QiaoRun Development Zone Yanggu,Shandong
Tel: 400- 169- 0009
Web: www.4001690009.com

